
Comments on “Perspective on the 
Credit Slowdown”

The Minsky Cycle in Action: But Why?

by Benjamin M. Friedman*

One of the things economists most dislike talking about 
is people’s attitudes. But that does not make them any 
less important in accounting for the behavior econo
mists seek to understand.

The subtheme that continually struggles to poke its 
head above the surface of Richard Cantor and John 
Wenninger’s useful review of recent experience in the 
U.S. credit markets is the radical change in attitude 
toward the use of debt that occurred at the outset of the
1983-90 business expansion. As Cantor and Wen
ninger’s detailed recounting of that experience makes 
clear, on both the demand side and the supply side the 
credit contraction of 1990-92 was a direct consequence 
of the dramatic increase in proclivity toward leverage 
during the preceding half-decade. While it is easy to 
point to one or another factor of an objective kind that 
may have played some minor role in accounting for that 
increased proclivity toward leverage, none seems capa
ble of having motivated the truly massive change in 
business financing practices that occurred. We are 
therefore left, I believe, with a change in practice driven 
largely by a change in attitude among the practitioners. 
And as Hyman Minsky correctly argued years ago, 
changes of this kind, especially in the credit markets, 
inevitably breed their own reversal.1

‘William Joseph Maier Professor of Political Economy, Harvard 
University.

1Hyman Minsky, "The Financial Instability Hypothesis: An 
Interpretation of Keynes and an Alternative to ‘Standard’ Theory,” 
Nebraska Journal of Economics and Business, 16 (Winter 1977), 
5-16.

The major part of Cantor and Wenninger’s effort in 
this paper lies in documenting the credit market devel
opments surrounding the 1990-91 recession and the 
unusually slow recovery that followed. The chief burden 
of their analysis is to show that the slowdown in credit 
extensions during this period— a slowdown of a magni
tude and breadth that had been unprecedented in the 
post-World War II era— reflected a contractionary ten
dency on the part of lenders as well as borrowers. 
Given the well-known difficulties of identifying shifts in 
credit supply behavior, the evidence they produce bears 
this burden reasonably well.

Unraveling the separate roles of supply and demand 
can be a challenging task in any market setting. Credit 
markets are even more problematic in this context, 
however, not only because the observable price of credit 
(the interest rate on a loan) is typically but one element 
among many that together constitute the relevant price 
as seen by borrowers and lenders, but also— and more 
fundamentally— because credit market phenomena 
importantly affect economic activity at the aggregate 
level. Suppose, for example, that the only shock to the 
economy has been a sharp reduction in lenders’ willing
ness to advance credit, and that this negative shock to 
credit supply has induced a decline in aggregate eco
nomic activity. Further suppose that the resulting 
decline in aggregate activity has in turn induced poten
tial borrowers to demand less credit (because credit 
demand is plausibly conditional not just on price but 
also on the volume of business to be financed). Then 
both bankers and economists may accurately report 
that the weakness of lending volume was largely due to
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the absence of loan demand, even though in a more 
basic sense the only shock that disturbed the economy 
was to loan supply. Indeed, in the presence of noisy 
measurements, the econometrician in this case could 
even find that that part of the weakness in credit volume 
attributable to supply behavior was not statistically dif
ferent from zero at standard significance levels, and 
therefore conclude that weak demand was the only 
force at work.

How, then, should we assess evidence of the kind 
emphasized by Cantor and Wenninger—or, similarly, by 
other recent explorers of this question such as Ben 
Bernanke and Cara Lown?2 To be sure, their research 
has not identified unambiguous proof of a disruption to 
credit supply. Instead, the evidence is suggestive and 
indirect. But in light of the difficulties to which this line 
of inquiry is necessarily subject, and in the wake of 
decades of unsuccessful attempts to document “credit 
rationing” and other analogous phenomena, I am 
inclined to see this glass as more half-full than half- 
empty. I think Cantor and Wenninger are right to con
clude that a contraction of lenders’ willingness to lend 
accounts for a material part of the actual credit slow
down we have experienced, and right also to suggest 
that this restrictiveness of credit supply may well have 
retarded nonfinanciai economic activity in the period 
under study.

The more over-reaching objective of Cantor and Wen
ninger’s paper, of course, is to gain an understanding of 
just how all this came about. Explicitly placing their 
analysis in the context of Minsky’s contributions, they 
argue that credit demand and credit supply have both 
contracted in large part as a consequence of the enor
mous increase in credit borrowed and lent during the 
latter half of the 1980s. Many borrowers, especially 
businesses but also including some individuals, had 
expanded their liabilities to the point that their earnings 
streams, even under the most optimistic expectations, 
were insufficient to service yet additional obligations. 
Many lenders had stretched their balance sheets to the 
breaking point, and many of these actually experienced 
just such a break when their customers’ inability to meet 
the obligations they had incurred fractured their own 
capital positions. Just as Minsky described, the pro
clivity toward greater debt eventually ran to excess. And 
also as Minsky described, that excess bred its own 
reversal.

But the deeper question, raised by Minsky but never 
satisfactorily answered, remains: Why did the credit 
excess of this earlier period achieve such extraordinary 
momentum in the first place? Why did the American

2Ben S. Bernanke and Cara S. Lown, "The Credit Crunch,” Brooking 
Papers on Economic Activity, 1991:2, 205-39.

business and financial communities turn their backs on 
balance sheet and interest coverage norms that had 
governed their behavior for decades? How did bank
ruptcy and default evolve from a mortifying embarrass
ment, indelibly staining a corporate manager’s record (if 
not personal integrity as well), into a conventional way 
of doing business? What accounted for the meta
morphosis of “sound finance” from a precept to an 
epithet?

The distinguishing hallmark of the 1980s leverage 
movement is that it was just that: an increase in 
leverage. In particular, it was not the financing of an 
investment boom. While American businesses borrowed 
in record volume during the mid- to latter 1980s, these 
years were a poor period for investment in new earning 
assets. Of just over $1 trillion in net new borrowing 
undertaken by U.S. nonfinanciai corporations during
1984-89, almost $600 billion went into acquisitions, lev
eraged buyouts, stock buybacks, and other forms of 
equity paydowns. Although this move to greater lever
age is implicit in much of what Cantor and Wenninger 
write, it is curious that, at the end of their paper, they 
begin their ten-step outline of the "credit cycle” by 
positing an increase in capital investment. That is sim
ply not what happened in the 1980s. There was no 
surge in the demand for investment. Instead, there was 
a surge in the demand for leverage.

Once the leverage phenomenon gathered momen
tum, it is easy enough to see why lenders willingly 
played their role in financing it. Cantor and Wenninger 
correctly note (although I wish they had emphasized it 
more) the perverse incentives created by the combina
tion of deposit insurance and limited liability. Given 
these perverse incentives, effective regulation and 
supervision assume paramount importance, especially 
for thinly capitalized depository intermediaries. But of 
course, as they point out, lax regulation and inadequate 
supervision were also part of the order of the day; the 
radical change in attitudes toward debt in the 1980s 
extended to the public sector as well, and not just in the 
now all too familiar sense of chronically irresponsible 
fiscal policy. Placed in perspective, Cantor and Wen
ninger’s negative conclusion on the role of technological 
advances in facilitating these financial activities is a 
further reflection of the same general point: when 
incentives are perverse, both deregulation and techno
logical innovation—or, for that matter, anything else that 
renders market participants more readily able to 
respond to those incentives—do not necessarily lead to 
improved outcomes. Finally, the competitive pressure 
on financial institutions that themselves must compete 
in a speculative market to obtain the capital that is the 
essential raw material of any intermediary’s business 
throws up yet further perverse incentives to buttress
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those already created by deposit insurance and limited 
liability. Once even a few lenders assume dangerously 
aggressive postures, it becomes entirely rational— 
indeed, competitively necessary—for others to do so as 
well. In sum, there was no lack of incentives for lenders 
to finance even patently excessive demands for credit, 
as long as they were both able and allowed to do so.

At the same time, there was also no lack of intellec
tual rationalizations for ever greater credit demands as 
leverage rose. Michael Jensen, for example, suggested 
several apparently plausible reasons why higher lever
age was potentially in the economy’s interest.3 Jensen’s 
basic argument was that debt creation without retention 
of proceeds would reduce firms’ net free cash flow, 
thereby increasing internal incentives to efficiency and, 
over time, increasing profitability and hence the ability 
to service the added debt. Further, highly levered cap
ital structures would reduce creditors’ incentive to force 
liquidation in the event that these anticipated efficiency 
gains, and consequent higher earnings, did not mate
rialize. While Steven Kaplan and others have found 
some statistically significant evidence to support the 
first contention, the economically significant point is 
that too few borrowers actually generated the higher 
earnings that would have been necessary to avoid the 
debt problems discussed at length by Cantor and Wen
ninger.4 And when they did not, the fact that liquidation 
was not the dominant option was of small comfort to the 
lenders that had advanced the funds and subsequently 
took the losses.

The leverage movement of the 1980s therefore pro
ceeded along just the path Minsky had suggested. The 
flow accelerated until it became a flood. As it gathered

3Michael C. Jensen, "Agency Costs of Free Cash Flow, Corporation 
Finance and Takeovers,” American Economic Review, 76 
(May 1986), 323-29.

♦Steven Kaplan, “Management Buyouts: Efficiency Gains or Value 
Transfers,” Harvard Business School, 1987, mimeo.

momentum, it also became less discriminating. Firms 
that underwent leverage-increasing transactions during
1984-86 differed on average from those that did not, 
along several familiar dimensions indicating the likely 
existence of unused debt capacity. Leveraged buyout 
targets during these early years tended to have more 
stable cash flows, or more need to shelter earnings 
from taxation, or larger working capital positions rela
tive to total capitalization, than otherwise comparable 
firms that did not undergo leveraged buyouts. By 
1987-89, however, these differences had vanished. 
Firms taking on higher leverage were largely indis
tinguishable from other firms, except for the higher 
leverage itself.5 The aftermath—the endogenous rever
sal, as theorized by Minsky—was the overburdened 
nonfinancial sector and the weakened credit-creating 
institutions described by Cantor and Wenninger.

Gordon Wood, in his recent prize-winning book on the 
American Revolution and its consequences for our 
nation in its infancy, concluded that the numerous bank
ruptcies and financial collapses of the 1790s contrib
uted greatly to the democratization of American 
society.6 I doubt, however, that many citizens—and cer
tainly not many of our central bankers—would today 
welcome a further round of democratization achieved by 
this mechanism.

In the end, we have a fairly coherent story of what 
happened in the 1980s, and then during the most recent 
few years, but the fundamental question still remains: 
why? Why the enormous change in attitude toward debt 
in the first place? Minsky never explained it. It is hardly 
a severe criticism to report that Cantor and Wenninger 
haven’t either.

sChristopher J. Fox, Changes in the Insolvency Risk of LBO 
Transactions: Evidence from the 1980s, unpublished thesis, Harvard 
University, 1990.

•Gordon S. Wood, The Radicalism of the American Revolution 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1992).
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Financial and Credit Cycles— 
Generic or Episodic?

by Allen Sinai*
Introduction
The paper by Cantor and Wenninger is largely a 
descriptive analysis of the 1989-92 credit cycle, its char
acteristics, and the process. Because of a pronounced, 
prolonged reduction in the growth of credit, widespread 
complaints by potential borrowers, and anecdotal evi
dence that credit has not been available, the behavior of 
credit during this period is a subject for study. Cantor 
and Wenninger seek to determine whether the episode 
is best depicted as a credit slowdown, credit crunch, or 
something uniquely different.

The authors examine and analyze data on credit 
growth and the supply side of lending, draw compari
sons with prior situations of credit restraint, and try to 
determine if and how this latest episode fits previous 
models of the credit cycle. They conclude with a sce
nario model of the credit cycle and credit crunches that 
describes interactions between finance and the econ
omy through a stagewise series of characteristics 
depicting the process.

The paper makes a number of worthwhile and useful 
contributions by analyzing what happened to credit dur
ing the period, why, and at what institutions. The 
authors home in on the role of banks, stressing this 
essential element of the credit-supplying process. In 
addition, considerable attention is paid to the role of the 
bank regulators, a possible cause of a crunch in lending 
from the supply side. Useful data are presented that 
measure credit availability, including borrower surveys 
(from the National Federation of Independent Busi
ness), lenders’ surveys (the Senior Loan Officers Opinion 
Survey conducted by the Federal Reserve Board), and 
information on standards of creditworthiness for various 
types of loans (Senior Loan Officers Opinion Survey). 
These data provide valuable information on whether a 
credit crunch might have occurred and when, and are a 
future source for monitoring the presence of a crunch.

But the paper is wanting in demonstrating how this 
latest episode fits in with others and relates to endo
genous credit cycles, despite conclusions that “ the

‘ Chief Economist, The Boston Company; President and CEO, The 
Boston Company Economic Advisors, Inc.; and Adjunct Professor of 
Economics and Finance, Lemberg Program for International Econom
ics and Finance, Brandeis University.

credit cycle phenomenon.. .appears to have contributed 
significantly to the recent period of recession followed 
by weak recovery” and that “the credit cycle model 
outlined here is general enough to be consistent with 
the view that the credit cycle is an inherent feature of 
our financial system.”

It is this aspect of the paper that I wish to focus on, 
since the episode, when viewed over the time frame of 
1987-91, does seem to show the same underlying proc
esses that have characterized all financial cycles. By 
focusing on one aspect of the credit cycle— credit 
growth and the role of banks in supplying credit during 
1989-90, a definite contribution in a descriptive histor
ical sense—the authors fail to emphasize the essential 
ingredients of the credit, or financial, cycle that are 
germane to business cycles. As a consequence, the 
historical account of the credit slowdown and the com
parison with past episodes are too limited. The more 
general character of these financial events and proc
esses is not captured. The systematic and interrelated 
nature of financial and real economic phenomena thus 
cannot be fully appreciated and understood.

A definitive theme of the Fisher (1933), Minsky (1975) 
(1977), Eckstein-Sinai (1986), Sinai (1976) (1992), and, 
recently, Benjamin M. Friedman (1989) work on credit 
crunches and financial crises has been the systemic, 
endogenous, and generic-like nature of these episodes 
which, if so, should make them subject to characteriza
tion within a coherent framework.

Whether the credit slowdown in the United States 
from 1989 to 1992 was an isolated incident or part of a 
generic business cycle process is a matter of consider
able importance, not just for the study of the business 
cycle and its causes, but also for monetary policy. As 
long as each episode of this sort is viewed as isolated 
and disconnected, monetary policy may hold back and 
not respond in any particular way, awaiting further infor
mation and events. If, however, an episode is thought to 
be part of an endogenous business cycle process, 
recognizable and systematic, monetary policy might be 
practiced differently, perhaps more efficiently, during a 
credit slowdown; in particular, it might move more 
quickly to reduce interest rates, always a key to revers
ing or cushioning the negative economic effects
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from a credit crunch process.
The conclusion of Cantor and Wenninger that “the 

phenomenon of credit cycles, as outlined here and as 
experienced in the recent past, must figure importantly 
in any realistically eclectic theory of the business cycle” 
is essentially correct. In addition, the observation that 
the phenomenon may be universal (my word, not the 
authors’), “a conspicuous factor in many other coun
tries, including the United Kingdom, Australia, Japan, 
and some Scandinavian countries,” is well taken.

Japan, in particular, has been in a financially fragile 
state, with its economy overwhelmed and thrust into a 
Western-style recession through a crunch process that 
was preceded by a boom and rising inflation, a tight 
monetary policy, high and rising interest rates, asset 
deflation and debt-deflation, speculative finance, nega
tive effects from disappointed expectations concerning 
profits and incomes, balance sheet deterioration, weak
ened and overleveraged financial institutions, a credit 
slowdown, a credit crunch, and interruptions in the uses 
of funds for spending by households and business. A 
similar situation may also be occurring in Germany, 
where a severe recession has emerged after a prior 
boom: high and accelerating inflation, a tight monetary 
policy, high interest rates and an inverted yield curve, 
asset deflation, deteriorated balance sheets, and dis
ruptions of expenditures in the private sector—all char
acteristics of a crunch process.

The German situation owes much to the onetime, but 
permanent, inflationary and recessionary shock of uni
fication and the particular tight exchange rate relation
ships set by the European Monetary System (EMS). 
High interest rates in Germany, through the EMS grid, 
have spread to other European Community countries, 
causing economic weakness and asset deflation 
whether or not a given country was suffering from too 
much inflation. To relieve the situation in Europe, either 
Germany has to lower interest rates a lot, with other 
countries following, or countries in the EMS must drop 
out to freely pursue stimulative domestic policies, or, at 
least, realign currencies.

Credit crunch, credit slowdown, or both?
Cantor and Wenninger appear to think that this last 
episode was both different from and similar to other 
credit cycles, indicating that it played a role, but not 
decisively so, in the recession and unprecedented long 
period of weakness in the U.S. economy from 1989 to
1992, that there was no financial crisis as in other 
episodes, and that generally the episode broadly fits 
the credit cycles described in Fisher (1933), Minsky
(1975), and others.

This ambiguity is confusing, since if the episode did 
broadly fit the pattern of other credit cycles, then the

preconditions leading up to the slowdown or credit 
crunch (Eckstein and Sinai 1986) and events such as 
financial crises (Minsky 1977) should have been pre
sent. And if so, the financial factor should have been 
decisive in the downturn (Sinai 1992).

During 1987-90 the conditions of a crunch process 
appear to have been evident. There was rising inflation, 
strong loan demand, accumulating debt, much specula
tion and speculative finance, a tighter monetary policy 
and rising interest rates, increased financial instability 
and credit risk, and eventually an inverted yield curve. 
Subsequently, there were disappointments in expecta
tions concerning incomes and the profits and cash flow 
of business, strains on financial institutions, and disap
pointing tax receipts at the federal, state, and local 
government sector levels. Asset deflation and a debt- 
deflation occurred. Failures, bankruptcies, and loan 
losses became quite pronounced, especially in the thrift 
and banking industries and the numerous examples 
cited in Cantor and Wenninger’s paper. All of these are 
characteristic of crunch episodes. Some conditions 
were very pronounced, especially heavy borrowing and 
rising debt, increased debt service burdens, speculative 
finance in commercial real estate, and leveraged 
buyouts (LBOs). The real estate boom, wave of LBOs, 
surge in the stock market, and Crash of ’87 represented 
the result of speculative bubbles and busts, all part of 
the financial business cycle.

The authors are right in noting the systematic and 
repetitive nature of the latest episode and that it 
resembled others on “a general level,” but wrong in 
dismissing or downplaying the presence of any financial 
crisis. There are numerous examples of “ financial 
crisis” type of events, many mentioned in the Cantor- 
Wenninger paper itself. These include the collapse of 
the thrift industry and the federal government bailout 
that ensued, numerous bank failures, more defaults by 
commercial paper issuers in 1989 and 1990 than ever 
before, bankruptcies of several major airlines, the great
est number of business bankruptcies since the 1930s, 
the stock market crash of October 1987, the collapse of 
the junk bond market after the financing of United Air
lines failed in October 1989, and the collapse of the 
commercial real estate market.

The system reaction and adroit management by the 
Federal Reserve cushioned these events so that no 
cataclysmic disruption in the flow of funds occurred. But 
they certainly were crunch-like in nature, generically 
similar to other situations in crunch periods, and thus 
contributed, probably in a major way, to the stagnation 
and recession of 1989-92.

As to whether the financial factor was decisive in the 
downturn, how could it have been otherwise? The Fed
eral Reserve followed an anti-inflationary monetary pol
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icy from 1986 to 1989, except for a onetime interruption 
after the stock market crash. Rising interest rates, 
declining growth in the money supply, and the slowdown 
in the growth of credit were signs of the monetary 
tightening. The burden of debt and debt service rose 
sharply over the period, in part from the increases in 
nominal interest rates engineered by the central bank. 
The inverted yield curve that followed was a crunch 
characteristic, with its significance being the financial 
pressure on financial institutions and corporations 
stemming from high-cost, short-term financing and from 
credit rating downgrades. Wide spreads between corpo
rate bond rates and U.S. Treasury yields were also 
characteristic of a crunch, and so were the wide 
spreads between lesser rated and higher rated corpo
rate securities.

In the Eckstein-Sinai (1986) terminology, this episode 
was a Crunch Period, followed by a crunch and reces
sion in 1990-91. The generic nature of the process 
seems quite clear and the financial factor was quite 
decisive in the downturn.

Whether the credit slowdown of 1989-92 was a crunch 
or contained one is a question asked by Cantor and 
Wenninger. The terms are often used interchangeably. The 
credit slowdown, which the authors interpret as referring to 
both demand and supply, and the credit crunch (inter
preted as supply-side only) do not appear distinct, so that 
what the authors are trying to identify and associate with 
past episodes becomes hard to disentangle.

Credit slowdown in Cantor and Wenninger’s termi
nology could have been the period leading up to the 
crunch, a period (Crunch Period in Eckstein-Sinai) with 
certain measurable characteristics. Or it could have 
been the period and process correlated with the reces
sion. A “crunch” is the crisis, event, or set of events that 
culminates the prior stage, whatever it is called, and 
helps precipitate the recession. The authors are vague 
on the dates of the “flow” concept of the credit slow
down and the “stock” notion of a credit crunch. A credit 
slowdown also can occur during the recession following 
a crunch, since credit demand normally plummets at 
such a time. In the paper, it is hard to tell the difference.

A credit crunch can be indicated as one phase in an 
endogenous process that occurs as part of a credit or 
financial cycle. There are many dimensions to the credit 
cycle process, described by Fisher (1933) as debt- 
deflation, Minsky (1975) (1977) as systemic financial 
fragility, or Sinai (1976) (1992) and Eckstein-Sinai 
(1986) as a Crunch Period.

The data in the tables and charts depicting the credit 
slowdown appear to be largely an effect of the 1990-91 
recession and weak 1991-92 recovery, not a crunch, 
with the crunch occurring in late 1989 and early 1990, 
and a Crunch Period, defined by Eckstein-Sinai

(1986) as the time period and processes leading up to a 
crunch and recession, occurring from 1987 to 1989.

The slowdown in credit growth and the decline in the 
ratio of debt to GDP were principally in 1990-91 (Tables 
1 and 2, Chart 11). Profit margins at banks, measured by 
the prime rate less the federal funds rate, were lowest 
before and during the early stage of the recession and 
then higher late in the recession and recovery (Chart 3). 
Spreads between lesser rated and higher rated fixed 
income securities were highest in the recession (Charts 
19, 20, 25). Loan losses, delinquencies,, bond defaults, 
and credit rating downgrades were highest in 1990-91 
(Charts 10, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18).

The credit cycle and the crunch
In a modern economy with complex, sophisticated, and 
leveraged financial systems, the availability of credit 
and finance in varied instruments and across different 
financial or quasi-financial intermediaries can serve to 
extend and amplify economic expansion, allowing 
stronger and more extended activity than otherwise 
would occur. Important linkages from money, credit, and 
finance to the real economy exist, among them the 
credit channel from lending institutions and other finan
cial intermediaries; interest rates, through their effects 
on the cost of capital, marginal borrowing costs, and 
debt service; balance sheet positions, including the net 
worth of households and business; the financial posi
tions and credit risk of households, businesses, and 
financial institutions; debt and debt service burdens; 
and in this last episode, the exposure of government at 
all levels because of large budget deficits. These link
ages also operate to depress economic activity or to 
extend a period of weakness if interrupted or in a 
negative configuration for an extended time. Still to play 
out this time are potential financial instabilities in the 
international economies, present to a greater extent 
than at any time since the 1930s, mainly from a finan
cially fragile Japan but probably also from Europe.

There is a generic character to credit crunches. Each 
episode shows different superficial characteristics, but 
the fundamentals remain the same. Notions of possible 
uniqueness or of major differences from earlier epi
sodes probably arise from a lack of understanding or 
detailed study of the financial process and interactions 
with the real economy.

What are the dimensions, categories, or character
istics of a Crunch Period, the process leading up to and 
including a crunch or financial crisis and usually pre
ceding a recession? What follows covers many of them 
and is more extensive than the discussion in Cantor and 
Wenninger’s paper. The authors describe a number of 
characteristics of the process, but in a limited way 
focused on a shorter time span surrounding the crunch.
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First, there is a boom before the financial trouble, 
with economic growth well above potential and growing 
excesses that set up for stock adjustment and 
cyclicality in the real economy and financial system. 
Some characteristics are full or near-full employment in 
the labor, product, and financial markets. Some exam
ples in the 1987-89 period were the overbuilding in real 
estate and the accumulated real estate debt, heavy 
purchases of cars and houses and the associated 
indebtedness of households, and the debt excesses 
from LBOs in the corporate sector.

Second, inflation rises, accelerating at a rate too high 
for policy objectives, a situation that existed in 1986-89. 
Inflation does not have to be rising, just higher than the 
policy target. Inflation-induced spending and financial 
activities also tend to be operating, adding to the infla
tionary thrust and growing financial leverage and risk. 
Certainly, this was present in the late 1980s, observed 
by the central bank and moved against by monetary 
tightening.

Third, speculation, speculative finance, and lever
aged balance sheets emerge, engendered by the 
expectations associated with the boom and high infla
tion. This also was clear in the late 1980s, especially in 
the stock market (1987), certainly in the real estate and 
real estate speculative boom of the mid- to late 1980s, 
in the wave of LBOs and junk bond issues (1987 to 
1989), and in the aggressive lending and risk-taking at 
thrifts and banks (1986 to 1989).

Fourth, the Federal Reserve has a pivotal role. Tight 
money always has been a key characteristic of the 
Crunch Period and crunch (Sinai 1976, pp. 255-56). 
This was the case from 1986 to early 1989, whether 
measured by interest rates or by the monetary aggre
gates. The Federal Reserve was mainly targeting a 
reduction in inflation. The real economy weakened in 
the process. Cantor and Wenninger do not deal with the 
role of the Federal Reserve in the credit slowdown and 
do not discuss it in their account of the ten-stage credit 
cycle and crunch scenario. How can any descriptive or 
analytical credit cycle framework omit the central bank?

Fifth, expectations disappointments occur in relation 
to profits and cash flow, incomes, jobs, and tax govern
ment receipts, often stemming from the effects of tighter 
monetary policy. These disappointments magnify the 
negative feedback from the prior excesses that have 
built up.

S ixth, increas ing  financ ia l risk and financ ia l 
instability occur by sector. Households, business, 
financial institutions, and sometimes the government 
show worsening financial positions, evidenced by dete
riorating financial measures such as rising debt ratios 
and heavier burdens of debt service relative to income 
or cash flow. Such developments can be all right if the

asset value of collateral holds up, but are not so when 
there is an asset deflation.

Seventh, balance sheets deteriorate, with declines in 
net worth and worsening financial positions for house
holds and businesses. Balance sheet shock probably 
was one of the main sources of trouble for the economy 
in the late 1980s.

Eighth, rising credit risk occurs and lender restraints 
come into play through the financial intermediary sys
tem or from markets becoming cautious. For example, 
more caution in the commercial paper market may 
exacerbate an economic downturn, further slow the 
economy, disappoint expectations regarding cash flows 
and incomes, and worsen balance sheets.

Ninth, asset deflation is present in the equity and 
fixed income markets but can also set in for real assets, 
eroding the asset value of collateral and making a bad 
situation worse.

Tenth, market reactions play a role. Financial and real 
asset markets react to the Crunch Period process, first 
the approaching crunch and then, when it comes, the 
actual crunch— a reaction that can be seen in interest 
rates, stock prices, and the exchange rate, often with 
distress selling intensifying price declines.

Typically, short-term interest rates are rising from 
Federal Reserve tightening and large credit demands. 
Long-term interest rates also rise with inflation fears, 
heavy financing, and possibly distress sales of assets to 
raise cash to replenish the disappointing cash flows, 
income, and profit flows. Yield spreads between risky 
and safer assets widen. Declines in stock and bond 
prices worsen balance sheets, particularly the value of 
net worth, limiting spending and hurting economic 
activity further. Finally, real asset prices generally also 
decline.

Eleventh, financial institution problems arise. Losses 
of deposits through various sources of disintermedia
tion limits lending. This is usually where the focal point 
of the crunch lies. Loan losses and credit risk cause a 
retrenchment by banks and other financial intermedi
aries, which adds to the economic decline. Banks 
always have a special role in this stage and, through the 
credit channel, worsen economic activity.

Twelfth, failures, bankruptcies, and rating down
grades appear and can become pervasive, in turn feed
ing back to limit spending and lending because of 
increased credit risk.

Thirteenth, there may be an international dimension. 
If economies are weak and enough trade in goods, 
services, and in real and financial assets is going on, a 
ripple effect to the external sector can emanate as well.

This scenario has some overlap with Cantor and 
Wenninger’s scenario and covers many of the generic 
characteristics of the process leading up to a crunch.
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Credit growth tends to rise in the earlier stages of the 
process, with heavy financing occurring in order to 
maintain prior spending and speculative activity and to 
cover debt service and even asset deflation. There is a 
credit slowdown near the crunch and after the crunch 
into the recession.

Some specific comments
There are a few specific points, questions, and com
ments to be made on Cantor and Wenninger’s paper.

In the paper, it is not clear that the analysis of the 
credit slowdown is an analysis of a crunch or crunch 
process. The many and varied dimensions of the crunch 
or crunch process are really not highlighted.

Worth repeating is that the role and actions of the 
Federal Reserve are notably absent from the authors’ 
scenario of the credit slowdown— a serious omission, 
especially given the relation of central bank policy to 
bank liquidity and other channels that affect real eco
nomic activity and, in turn, credit demand. Described in 
detail is the regulatory side of the central bank— impor
tant in this particular episode, but a minor element in a 
picture that contains all the dimensions of a crunch 
process.

When a more general view is taken of the credit 
crunch process, the set of forces that gave rise to the 
slowdown in credit is probably not very different from 
those generating other crunch episodes. In post-World 
War II history, these have evolved over fairly long peri
ods of time (Sinai 1976, Eckstein-Sinai 1986).

The information on the trends and sources of credit 
by depository, nondepository bank, and thrift categories 
is very useful, especially the attention and detail paid to 
the role of bank and bank lending. The providers of 
credit are changing quite significantly. Indeed, there is 
now more direct access to market financing than ever 
before, with intermediaries bypassed more and more 
frequently. Securitized lending, a relatively new devel
opment, is a major reason.

The authors mention that “some elements of specula
tion were present in the corporate, equity, and real 
estate markets.” This surely is an understatement, 
given the Crash of ’87, real estate depression, the LBO 
and junk bond waves of boom and bust, and the sizable 
asset deflation that occurred.

There may not have been a single precipitating failure 
or bankruptcy, as the authors note. But here, too, the 
role of failures and bankruptcies as an effect and cause 
of the credit slowdown is too much underemphasized. 
The thrift crisis, loan downsizing and consolidation, 
bank losses at depository institutions and insurance 
companies, and corporate and personal bankruptcies

were the most serious and numerous since the 1930s. 
These failures, bankruptcies, and downsizings not only 
underscore the generic nature of the process, but also 
highlight its severity. Disintermediation was not present 
in the traditional way—that is, market imperfections that 
limit deposit rates and permit the cost of funds to rise 
without limit were not a factor in this episode— but 
perhaps disintermediation was present for other rea
sons— Federal Reserve stringency on reserves, leak
ages from M2 and M3 into other financial assets, and of 
course the thrift crisis, which caused a huge outflow of 
thrift deposits and limits on lending. Cantor and Wen
ninger could have looked more at deposit flows and the 
data on them in order to investigate this point.

The authors stress high inflation expectations as a 
source of the excesses that, in turn, led to adjustments.
I am not sure that Chart 1, which shows actual ex post 
real interest rates, supports this point. The chart implies 
that inflation expectations are extrapolative rather than 
rational or model-consistent. Rational or model-driven 
expectations on inflation may be significant in the real 
rates. At least, observation of how financial market 
participants form inflation expectation suggests this. 
The chart begs this question.

Yield spreads as a systematic part of a crunch have 
always been noticeable. Cantor and Wenninger point to 
high positive spreads between loan rates and costs, but 
the crunch years identified in Table 4 usually have low 
or negative spreads as a result of inverted yield curves, 
which did occur in this episode.

The 1987 stock market crash was perhaps part of the 
crunch process— an overvalued asset market, collateral 
for some, and a factor in the financial positions of 
households. Then there was the 1989 mini-crash in the 
market, also part of the asset deflation process. Defla
tion in real estate prices began as early as 1989. These 
appear to be the first step in a long period of asset 
deflation that was an integral part of the process in this 
episode, but the authors do not really analyze it in this 
manner.

Conclusion
Cantor and Wenninger’s paper is a valuable addition to 
the chronicles of specific episodes of credit restraint 
and credit crunches in the U.S. economy and financial 
markets. It provides much useful information, data, and 
insights on the credit slowdown of 1989-91. It does little, 
however, to increase understanding of the generic and 
systematic nature of the credit cycle and credit crunch 
process that characterizes the American business 
cycle.
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Not A Blown Fuse

by Albert M. Wojnilower*

The paper by Cantor and Wenninger, and indeed the 
very theme and place of this conference, are welcome 
signs that the Federal Reserve Bank of New York tradi
tion thrives and is regaining confidence and respect. It 
is a tradition that has steadfastly held that credit and 
financial markets matter, and matter a great deal, 
whether or not that view happens to be in academic 
favor. Yes, there is a credit cycle such as they sketch, 
although they are guilty of an important omission to 
which I will call attention later. The credit cycle repli
cates itself because in matters financial human beings 
irrationally but predictably repeat, albeit never quite 
exactly, the errors of judgment about which we read in 
our history books. In our decision making, recent and 
salient experience tends to crowd out the past, and 
disproportionately so among the gambling spirits 
attracted to the financial markets. But we should be 
grateful for that forgetfulness, because probably few if 
any great enterprises or industries would exist today if 
in the critical early stages they had been held to truly 
hardnosed credit standards, not to speak of today’s 
austere criteria.

Notwithstanding the title of today’s colloquium (“The 
Role of the Credit Slowdown in the Recent Recession”), 
nor the generosity of Cantor and Wenninger in citing my 
1980 Brookings paper on the cyclical role of credit 
crunches—which has attracted more notice in the 
1990s than it did in the 1980s—the current credit prob
lem is not primarily cyclical. Although I was among the 
first to call attention to the post-1988 regulatory credit 
strangulation and to point out its parallels with the 
1930s, I also emphasized from the start that there has 
been no credit crunch in the generally accepted sense 
of a widespread, sudden, sharp, indiscriminate, and 
rather brief credit shutdown. Unlike some earlier occa
sions, the credit lights did not go out because an over-

‘ Senior Advisor, First Boston Investment Management Group.

load blew an easily replaced fuse. Rather the lights 
have dimmed because of an insufficient supply of cur
rent due to serious and progressive damage to the 
generator. Like the examiner-enforced credit liquida
tions of the 1930s, the present credit squeeze did not 
figure prominently in triggering the business downturn, 
but it is insidiously sapping the vigor of the ensuing 
recovery. I can empathize with the sense of relief my 
friends at the Federal Reserve must be feeling now that 
the intensity of the “crunch” they helped to make has 
peaked and economic recovery is well established. But 
it would be a serious error, I believe, to declare the 
problem ended along with the recession, and to regard 
today’s discussion as a mere post mortem on a closed 
episode in history.

Pretend we were observers from a distant planet who 
only bothered to look at the earth every five years 
or so. In 1988, we recorded that the earth’s leading 
economic powers stipulated at Basle that henceforth 
their then most important financial institutions, the com
mercial banks, would be authorized to lend boundlessly 
to those governments, but would have to back with 
sizable capital any loans to the private sector. What 
changes in the relative size of the government and 
private sectors would we expect to observe on subse
quent flybys?

In 1993, we would note that, at least in the United 
States, substantial additional restrictions on risk-taking 
had been and were being placed on banks. These 
include tough capital constraints on the extent to which 
short-term deposits can be used to acquire longer term 
assets (such as more-than-three-year government 
securities), as well as many new restrictions on the 
acquisition of other-than-prime assets. We would also 
note steps to limit the scope of, and increase the 
charges for, deposit insurance. Meanwhile, public 
access to fully guaranteed government-issued deposit 
substitutes such as U.S. Treasury securities (or, in
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Japan, postal savings accounts) is facilitated and pro
moted. The public also has more reason to expect that 
the value of deposit substitutes such as money market 
funds will be protected and that governments will inter
vene strongly against major stock price declines.

The extraterrestrial observer must conclude that gov
ernment obligations and/or private instruments free-rid- 
ing on implicit government guarantees will expand at 
the expense of the traditional deposits. Issuers of 
deposit liabilities— banks, that is—will shrivel. Since 
banks are also important lenders, clearly there is need, 
incentive, and opportunity for new mechanisms to 
assume the lending role that banks are being forced to 
vacate. At least in the transition, problems are faced by 
those borrowers, especially small, young, or novel 
enterprises, for which an alternative and cheap credit 
source is not readily at hand. Relief of these problems 
is vital to the survival of an enterprise economy in the 
United States.

The financial institutions being phased out, the 
observer would also note, happen to be those most 
intimately connected with the earth’s payments sys
tems. These payments systems, the observer would be 
aware, are among the greatest of human inventions, 
hugely broadening the extent of the market and the 
division of labor. Important as was the invention of 
money in the form of coin and, later, currency, their 
substantial replacement by transferable deposits has 
provided even more dramatic benefits. When we receive 
a check we do not need to concern ourselves with the 
identity of the bank on which it is drawn. The smooth 
operation of this system, which although relatively 
recent is by now taken for granted, is the province of 
banks under the supervision and with the help of cen
tral banks.

Owing to the decline of the banks, the organization of 
the payments system, too, will have to change. Perhaps 
the checking account function could all be handled by 
and through the Federal Reserve, much as in some 
countries (and to an extent here in the United States) it 
used to be done through the post office. Alternatively, 
we might create special “banks,” obliged to keep 100 
percent reserves, solely for this purpose. The public 
would pay them for operating a state-of-the-art safe 
deposit, message, and bookkeeping system. Or, as 
Litan has suggested, we could establish so-called nar
row banks allowed to invest, but only in safe (mostly 
government-backed) assets. The interest earnings 
would reduce or eliminate explicit charges to the check
ing account customers. In fact, sterilizing banks in this 
manner seems to be the conscious or subconscious 
intent of the current regulatory thrust. But among unde
sirable side effects would be the enlargement of the 
government’s already preferential credit access and the

creation of a dangerous potential for huge disruptive 
shifts out of uninsured into insured deposits and deposit 
substitutes whenever whispers of credit weakness were 
heard.

Continuing along this spectrum of payments system 
possibilities, we would come next to the banking struc
ture that we now have but that, as already indicated, is 
unlikely to survive. Moving along further, one might 
visualize payments systems operated by financial insti
tutions newly formed to evade the official restrictions 
that are driving banks out of the business, or by indus
trial firms that do not have to answer to the monetary 
authority at all.

Indeed, some earthlings appear to believe that secu
rities can take the place of deposits in the payments 
system. “ Sorry, honey,” purrs your supermarket 
checker, “but you can’t take these groceries because, 
according to this computer, your mutual fund just 
dropped 1 percent, and your account is overdrawn.” In 
such a world, political realities would eventually make it 
the government’s job to stabilize a broad range of gov
ernment security and other asset prices. Actually, it is 
mainly the governmental backing of the instruments, 
most issuers, and when necessary the primary dealers 
that has made possible the principal form of securitiza
tion, that of mortgages. More dramatically, would the 
New York Stock Exchange be alive today if the Crash of 
1987 had gone unheeded and unmitigated by the Fed
eral Reserve Bank of New York and much higher 
authorities? Suppose, further, that every balance sheet 
had been marked to market that night and that in the 
morning all the auditors and examiners had followed to 
the letter the rules to which they were sworn? It is the 
many such instances of ad hoc governmental interven
tion and forbearance, not any articulated policy, that 
explain why Cantor and Wenninger’s missing credit 
crisis hasn’t happened.

To this earthbound observer, the most likely path of 
least resistance in filling the banking vacuum, in both its 
lending and payments dimensions, is for these func
tions to be assumed by major nonfinancial enterprises 
operating through captive finance companies in con
junction with (possibly also captive) money market 
funds. The money market funds hold the paper of the 
finance companies and/or their parents. Whatever the 
merits or drawbacks of such an arrangement, it would 
have in common with the existing banking system that a 
risk-taking lending institution was financing itself, 
directly or at short remove, with liabilities that are 
regarded by their owners, as well as by Federal 
Reserve statisticians, as part of the stock of money. In 
principle the difficulties in providing implicit or explicit 
insurance for the liabilities, modulating their quantity 
and quality, and ensuring the integrity of the payments
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mechanism would remain the same. But in practical 
terms, they would be far more daunting because of the 
likely industrial, employment, and political linkages, 
international as well as domestic, of the giant compa
nies involved. We may be sure from current and past 
examples that such companies would be prone to the 
same frailties, including abuse of power, as their finan
cial precursors. “Too big to fa il” would take on an even 
more literal and much larger meaning.

The consequences of the direction we take extend far 
beyond the financial sector. Critical changes in the 
financial machinery can affect the chief dimensions of 
society. Alternative outcomes with respect to the split 
between the governmental and private credit machinery, 
the extent of bias in favor of large or established bor
rowers, and the lodging of economic control will have 
profound repercussions. A universal banking system of 
the German stereotype, in which large banks hold influ
ential equity positions in industry, produces a very dif
ferent power structure from the Japanese stereotype, in 
which the large industrial empires dominate the banks. 
Either path would diverge sharply from American tradi
tion, which is highly suspicious of concentrations of 
power in both finance and industry and anxious to 
preserve regional and even local autonomy.

Historically, our payments, deposit, and credit sys
tems have been joined together in banks. The revenue 
from credit has paid for the deposits and the checking

account operations. But competition for assets from 
securitization, and for deposits from de jure and de 
facto government-guaranteed instruments such as Trea
sury bills and money market funds, has reduced the 
revenues. Now, on top of this, the new regulatory capital 
and other constraints, by eroding traditional earning 
opportunities in lending and maturity transformation, 
are taking a further big bite. No wonder so many banks 
are exiting the banking business, both voluntarily and 
involuntarily. (Tables 1 and 2 present some further perti
nent data.)

My views on these matters are clear; I do not pretend 
to be impartial. Both the payments and the credit sys
tems have been and should continue to be regarded 
and treated as public utilities. Banks should not be 
required, encouraged, or even allowed to withdraw from 
lending and maturity transformation, any more than an 
electric utility would be permitted to withdraw service 
from part or all of its territory. For banks as for other 
utilities, we should limit competitive access, ensure 
adequate but capped returns, and restrict ventures in 
unrelated fields. Of course the specific rules, like any 
living institution, must change and adapt. The “ credit 
crunch” that is the subject of this meeting has important 
cyclical and monetary ramifications, but it is fundamen
tally and most importantly a complex problem in public 
utility regulation.

Let me add one more quotation from the 1980 paper

Table 1
Depository Institu tions’ Managed Liabilities
Annual Average Percent Change

1960-64 11.6
1965-69 8.9
1970-74 13.5
1975-79 11.9
1980-84 10.0

1985 84
1986 6.7
1987 5 6
1988 6.8
1989 4 1
1990 -0 .1
1991 -  1.9
1992 -4 .5

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
H 6 statistical releases (Money Stock, Liquid Assets, and Debt 
Measures).
Notes: Liabilities include overnight and term repurchase agree
ments and Eurodoliars, savings and money market deposits, 
and small and large time deposits. Entries in table are based 
on annual averages of monthly data. For January-February 
1993, preliminary data show a decline of 3.1 percent from the 
1992 average, 5.2 percent from January-February 1992, and 
8 4 percent (at an annual rate) from the fourth quarter of 1992.

Table 2
Growth of Private Sector Credit by U.S.- 
chartered Commercial Banks and by Foreign 
Banking Offices in the United States
Percent Increase to Year-End

Domestic Banks Foreign Banks

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

9 

11

H i l l

o
12
26
31
20
19
13
15
21

7

Sources: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 
Flow of Funds Accounts and G 7 statistical releases (Loans 
and Securities).
Notes: The above data include small amounts of loans to 
foreigners. In December 1992, business loans to non-U.S. 
addressees plus loans to foreign banks amounted to only 4.3 
percent of their total loans of $274 billion. The corresponding 
figure for domestic banks was 0.3 percent of $1,384 billion
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cited by Cantor and Wenninger. I asserted that following 
each crunch, “the authorities ... and the private mar
kets ... have deliberately reshaped the financial struc
ture so as to prevent the recurrence of that particular 
form of credit supply interruption.” In the current con
text, I would put that a bit differently. Whenever the 
world embarrasses the authorities, they try to reshape 
the world in a fashion that, they believe, will make it 
impossible for them to be embarrassed that way again.

Whatever the many justifications, good and bad, for 
the abolition of the Regulation Q interest rate ceilings, 
the dominant impetus came from the determination of 
the authorities to prevent the recurrence of disinter- 
mediation-provoked credit crunches. To dismantle the 
ceilings, without serious plans to deal with the inevita
ble bloodbath in the overpopulated financial zoo, was 
an act of recklessness. As a matter of sheer survival, 
most financial institutions urgently had to expand their 
credit volume to make up for shrunken profit margins. 
That response is what caused the overexpansion of 
credit and subsequent failures. Now, surprised and 
embarrassed by these failures (how could the exalted 
free market make such huge mistakes?), the authorities 
have reacted by making it difficult, perhaps impossible, 
for the firms under their sway to assume the risks

necessary to remain profitable as financial intermedi
aries in the long run.

This returns me to the critique I promised at the 
outset. For all their cordial review of Minsky’s thought, 
still missing from Cantor and Wenninger’s ten-step 
credit cycle chronology is any admission that organiza
tional, technological, and regulatory change in finance 
can and does move the world. All that the authors grant 
to credit is a reactive role, one that may amplify but 
cannot initiate change beyond the financial sector.

That attitude lets the authorities off the hook. Their 
obligation remains only to follow the correct rulebook on 
monetary aggregates and the federal funds rate. But 
the fact that most Fed economists do not wish to be 
public utility regulators— because that confers little aca
demic prestige?— does not excuse the institution from 
its responsibility.

Recently a football star was paralyzed by an injury 
sustained on the field of play. The whole country is 
surprised and delighted to see him regaining the use of 
his limbs. But he will never play ball again. The same 
for the damage done by the so-called credit crunch. 
Although the banks are walking again, the long-range 
consequences are beginning, not ending.
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